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unwisdom, had, on the death of William IIL, openly recognised
the claim of the Jacobite pretender to the throne. Steps were
at once taken to increase the army to 40,000 men ; twenty-one
newly raised regiments of foot and eight of horse, some 18,000
of all ranks, were allotted for service in Flanders, where the
French had opened active operations by securing at one fell
swoop all the fortresses on the southern frontier, complete with
garrisons; and, most important measure of all, John Churchill,
Dukeof Marlborough, wassentto that countryin chief command.
II. marlborough's career of victory, 1702-1713
The position of affairs, when the Duke arrived in the Low
Countries in May 1702, had already taken a turn unfavourable
to the Allies ; the French held in their grasp the whole of the
Spanish Netherlands with its fortresses, and had wiped out with
one blow the flower of the Dutch army, and their host of 60,000
men under Boufflers, assembling near Cleve in the angle
between the Lippe and the Meuse, was at the gates of Holland.
Moreover, the Allied army was not yet half concentrated.
jBoufflers therefore, vigorously assailing the weak Dutch forces
in his front, drove them to a hurried retreat behind the line of
the Waal.   But by this time Marlborough had collected some
60,000 men, of whom 12,000 were British, and with these he
suddenly issued out from behind the Waal, about Grave, and
marched rapidly due southward past the French left.   The
latter, falling back hastily on  Ruremonde to  secure their
menaced line of retreat, exposed themselves to the chances of
battle at a complete disadvantage, and Marlborough made all
preparations to seize this favourable opportunity.    Unhappily,
though theoretically in supreme command of the Allies as well
as of the British contingents, he was not a free agent, the Dutch
having attached to their army certain civilian "field deputies"
whose duty it was to secure the safety and special interests of their
national troops, and who now intervened with a complete veto
on the proposed battle.   The chance of a decisive blow was let
slip, and Boufflers found safety behind the line of the Demer,'
west of Maastricht.   Marlborough skilfully lured him out by
the pretence of exposing a large convoy to capture, and once
more took post across his line of retreat, forcing him to prepare
to fight in a position where defeat must have meant disaster;
and for the second time the Dutch deputies, by their obstruc-
tionist attitude, fatally tied the Duke's hands.   Boufflers was
not again to be enticed into open country, and sat tight behind
his lines while his adversaries besieged and captured in turn
Venlo, Ruremonde and Li£ge—no inconsiderable fruits of a

